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Abstract
Interlaboratory comparisons of the quantized Hall resistance (QHR) are essential to verify the
international coherence of primary impedance standards. Here, we report on the investigation of
the stability of p-doped graphene-based QHR devices at direct and alternating currents at CMI,
KRISS, and PTB. To improve the stability of the electronic transport properties of the
polymer-encapsulated devices, they were shipped in an over-pressurized transport chamber. The
agreement of the quantized resistance with RK/2 at direct current was on the order of 1 nΩ Ω−1

between 3.5 and 7.5 T at a temperature of 4.2 K despite changes in the carrier density during the
shipping of the devices. At alternating current, the quantized resistance was realized in a
double-shielded graphene Hall device. Preliminary measurements with digital impedance
bridges demonstrate the good reproducibility of the quantized resistance near the frequency of
1 kHz within 0.1 µΩ Ω−1 throughout the international delivery.

Supplementary material for this article is available online

Keywords: quantum Hall effect, quantized Hall resistance, graphene, impedance standard,
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1. Introduction

Soon after the first realization of monolayer graphene, it
was demonstrated that the unique band structure of this two-
dimensional hexagonal carbon lattice enables robust Hall res-
istance quantization even at room temperature [1]. This has
initiated many studies in electrical quantummetrology intend-
ing to realize resistance standards that can be used at higher
temperatures and lower magnetic fields than conventional
GaAs-based standards [2–9].

Electrical resistance metrology is based on the integer
quantum Hall effect (QHE) in two-dimensional electron gas
systems. The resistance plateaus are directly related to an
integer fraction of the von Klitzing constant RK = h/e2 with
the Planck constant h and the elementary charge e [10], which
are precisely defined values since the revision of the SI in
2019 [11–13]. The cryogenic current comparator (CCC) is a
highly sensitive scaling tool used for verification of the quant-
ized resistance [14] and for building a resistance scale at dir-
ect current (DC). In practice, the latter includes the calibration
of standard resistors with decade nominal values traceable to
the quantized Hall resistance (QHR), which can be performed
with an uncertainty down to the nΩ/Ω range for selected nom-
inal values [14, 15]. Also, the capacitance unit farad can be
derived from QHE measurements using alternating current
(AC) [16]. Measurement uncertainties better than 10 nF F−1

can be reached using quadrature bridges with two AC-QHR
devices linked in multiple-series connection, and by applying
the double-shielding technique. The latter was a breakthrough
to reduce the impact of inherent capacitive losses leading to
curved resistance plateaus depending on the frequency and
current [17, 18].

For future quantum impedance standards, it is aimed to
use large-area graphene of high quality for the Hall bar fab-
rication. Epitaxial graphene on silicon carbide (SiC) is well
suited to fulfill demands of higher measurement temperatures
and lower magnetic fields. However, the inherent high elec-
tron density requires a compensation doping procedure to shift
the carrier concentration to lower values. Various doping tech-
niques were successfully tested, but they all need a re-tuning
procedure before each cool down [19–21]. Recently, DC QHR
devices with a stable carrier density were fabricated by apply-
ing a post-growth molecular doping technique [22, 23]. How-
ever, the compatibility with AC measurements and possible
contributions of the dopantmolecules to capacitive losses were
not yet investigated. Moreover, for reliable use in metrological
practice, robustness tests must be carried out concerning dif-
ferent cool-down procedures used in different cryostats, the
different handling routines in each laboratory, and last but not
least, the impact of transport.

In this study, Hall devices based on epitaxial graphene on
SiC from two manufacturers (KRISS and PTB) were investig-
ated on a metrological level in an interlaboratory comparison
in three national metrology institutes (CMI, KRISS, and PTB).
The carrier density was pre-adjusted by post-growth molecu-
lar doping, which made the QHR devices ready for use in the
three labs. The stability of the electronic properties, robustness

of the devices, and impact of transport were tested by means
of high-precision DC and AC QHE measurements.

2. Design, fabrication, and storage of Hall devices

2.1. Graphene growth, functionalization, and main steps in
thin-film patterning

At PTB, epitaxial graphene was grown at 1750 ◦C using
the polymer-assisted sublimation growth (PASG) technique
[24] on a semi-insulating 6 H-SiC substrate. The device
fabrication involved lithographic process steps that minim-
ize the contamination of the graphene with lithographic
residues [25, 26]. Instead of individual palladium (Pd) and
gold (Au) layers, a modified lithographic process was applied
that uses a PdAu alloy (mass ratio of 60% Pd to 40%
Au) for the initial graphene protection layer and the later
graphene/metal contacts. Before the doping, the Hall device
was annealed for 10 min on a hotplate at 90 ◦C and was
subsequently kept in a vacuum chamber under high vacuum
for about 16 h at room temperature. After opening the
vacuum chamber, the first resist layer (thickness ≈ 100 nm,
EL6 copolymer P(MMA (8.5) MAA)) was deposited with a
delay of fewer than 5 min. For 2,3,5,6-Tetrafluoro-7,7,8,8-
tetracyanoquinodimethane (F4-TCNQ) doping, the 5-layer
resist/doping layer systemwas applied as described in [22, 27].

The final Hall bars provided from PTB (#1 and #2) have
a total length of 1600 µm and width of 400 µm, and the dis-
tance between two neighboring Hall contact groups is 400 µm.
The angle between the direction of the current path along the
Hall bar and the direction of the SiC terraces is close to 90◦.
The electrical contact was realized via a 12-pin transistor out-
line (TO-8) chip carrier socket. The device design has four
instead of six Hall contacts, and the TO-8 chip carrier applied
a double shield composed of electrodes above and below the
device, which are split into two parts in the center. The device
is mounted such that the center pair of Hall contacts is aligned
with the gap of the double shield [28]. The double-shield prin-
ciple enables tuning the capacitive losses by applying voltages
to the electrode of the one side of the shield and by shorting
the other side of the shield to the low potential current terminal
[17, 18].

At KRISS, the growth of epitaxial graphene and the device
fabrication were performed in a similar way to the PTB meth-
ods. Epitaxial graphene was grown at 1600 ◦C for 5 min in
an argon atmosphere of approximately 100 kPa. To prevent
step bunching of the surfaces, we employed the PASGmethod
and a modified graphite susceptor with a small gap for the
slow sublimation of silicon atoms. A graphene Hall device was
made with electron-beam lithography, oxygen plasma etch-
ing for the patterning of the Hall channel, and electrodes.
The terrace direction of graphene was determined with an
atomic force microscope to align the Hall channel with the ter-
race direction since the magnetotransport in the quantum Hall
regime might be affected by the relative alignment between
the terrace and the Hall channel [29]. Pd/Au (20 nm/40 nm)
for the metallic contact to the graphene and titanium (Ti)/Au
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(3 nm/80 nm) for the contact pads were deposited with an
electron-beam evaporator. The width and length of the Hall
device are 200 and 880 µm, respectively. The device was
annealed at 500 ◦C for 30 min in a vacuum furnace below
about 1 Pa to remove organic residues on graphene from the
fabrication processes. The same doping processes [22] with
F4-TCNQwere employed in both institutes to reduce the elec-
tron carrier density in the graphene channel.

The contact resistances of all devices were inspected by 3-
terminal measurements at low temperatures in the quantum
Hall regime, and the values of <1 Ω guarantee reliable QHR
measurements [14].

2.2. Transportation chamber

To protect the graphene devices during transport against
ambient air gas, moisture contamination, and electrostatic
charges, a transport chamber for the international delivery
was developed. The chamber is made of polycarbonate, and
for over-pressure sealing, an O-ring and Allen key bolts are
employed. Figure S1 (available online at stacks.iop.org/MST/
33/065012/mmedia) in the supplementary material shows
details of the chamber. The transport chamber comprises two
ports, a pressure gauge, and three metal blocks. Each metal
block has a socket in an arrangement of TO-8. The cham-
ber can be over-pressurized with an inert gas during interna-
tional delivery since it is known that graphene device proper-
ties are not influenced by inert gas [22]; this can thus prevent
the permeation of water and oxygen molecules from the ambi-
ent atmosphere to minimize the degradation of devices. Figure
S1 shows the typical pressure drop inside the chamber versus
time, which is low enough to conserve the atmosphere during
international delivery.

3. Measurement setups

3.1. Precision DC resistance measurements

For DC precision measurements of QHR in graphene Hall
devices, the same type of commercial CCC resistance bridge
from Magnicon was used for the comparison against 100 Ω
reference resistors at CMI, KRISS, and PTB [30–32]. The
100 Ω room temperature resistors were chosen as a reference
in our CCC experiment for reasons of comparable thermal
noise contributions. At PTB and KRISS, a current of ∼39 µA
was applied. At CMI, a current of 23 µA was used. The typ-
ical type A uncertainty of the bridge voltage is ⩽0.2 nV/V for
a measurement time of about 15 min.

In addition to the type A uncertainty, the combined expan-
ded uncertainties (k = 2) of PTB’s CCC measurements, as
shown along with the results in figures 1 and 2, include
type B uncertainties assigned to the involved reference res-
istors. Table 1 summarizes the uncertainties involved in the
Rxy measurements with the CCC resistance bridge. The com-
bined uncertainty assigned to the calibration value of the
100 Ω reference resistor is about 1.21 nΩ Ω−1. The sub-
sequent measurement of the 100 Ω reference resistor against
the graphene QHR device results in a combined uncertainty of

1.25 nΩ Ω−1 (k = 1) and a combined expanded uncertainty of
2.5 nΩ Ω−1 (k = 2), including all known type A and type B
uncertainty contributions in the laboratory of the PTB.

Table 2 summarizes the sources and contributions of uncer-
tainties for Rxx measurements with the Magnicon CCC resist-
ance bridge. The longitudinal resistance measurements with
the CCC are determined from the difference of two individual
Hall measurements that includes a type B component attached
to the drift of the reference 100 Ω resistor. For a time differ-
ence between both measurements of up to 2 h and a maximum
drift of 0.5 nV for an applied peak-to-peak voltage of 1 V, a
type B uncertainty component of 6 µΩ is added. The resulting
combined expanded uncertainty of the longitudinal resistance
is about 18µΩwithin the resistance plateau, whereRxx is close
to zero and has a higher uncertainty outside the plateau due to
the increasing instability of the Hall resistance.

3.2. Cryogenic measurement setups

At CMI, the measurement setup is based on a helium bath
cryostat with a 14 T magnet and the option to operate at low
pressure, leading to an operational temperature range down to
2.3 K. The quantum Hall device (QHD) can be held at this
lowered temperature for about 4 h. The cryostat is equipped
with a homemade probe VSM12, containing 12 cables for
QHD connection and four leads for the Cernox temperature
sensor. Coaxial wiring connects the TO-8 socket for the chip
carrier to Bayonet Neill-Concelman (BNC) connectors at the
room temperature head of the probe. The insulation resistance
between adjacent critical pins is higher than 6 × 1013 Ω [33].
The same cryogenic setup was used for DC characterization
of the QHD prior to AC measurements. DC properties of the
setup were verified during the on-site comparison [32].

KRISS employed two cryostats for interlaboratory compar-
isons. One is a cold-finger-type cryostat with a base temper-
ature of 2 K for precision measurements of a KRISS device
at DC. It comprises a 14 T superconducting magnet and a
homemade probe, electrically insulated by a sapphire-spacer
from the cold finger. The other system that was used to meas-
ure the PTB device at DC and AC is a helium bath cryostat
at 4.2 K with a 12 T superconducting magnet for precision
measurements. The probe with coaxial cables was home-built
based on the design of CMI’s probe. To reduce an AC loss
stemming from the parasitic capacitance, a double-shield chip
carrier [17, 18] was employed. A 12-pin TO-8 socket was con-
nected to BNC connectors at a room temperature break-up box
with a cryogenic compatible coaxial cable, having a character-
istic impedance of 75 Ω. KRISS used a 12-bit CCC bridge to
measure resistances at DC [31].

PTB uses a bath cryostat operating at 4.2 K with a magnet
operating at fields up to 12 T. The probe uses the same 12-pin
TO-8 socket design and double-shield chip carrier as CMI. The
wiring of the probe stick uses coaxial cables with a self-made
adapter solution that provides a DC port for the connector of
the CCC system.

LNE uses a cryomagnetic setup, which combines a 3He
variable-temperature insert and a 20 T superconducting mag-
net. The homemade cryoprobe applies cables with externally
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Table 1. Uncertainty sources and their contributions for Rxy measurements with the CCC resistance bridge.

Quantity i Unc. type ui nΩ Ω−1

Typical stability of 100 Ω resistor calibration value (k = 1) B 1.17
Typical type A measurement uncertainty of 100 Ω resistor (k = 1) A 0.30
Syst. errors of CCC for measurement chain Rxy—100 Ω—reference QHR (k = 1) B <0.10
Typical type A measurement uncertainty of Rxy (k = 1) A 0.30
Typical combined expanded uncertainty of Rxy (k = 2) C 2.50

Table 2. Uncertainty contributions and sources for Rxx

measurements with the CCC resistance bridge.

Quantity i ui µΩ

Type B uncertainty due to reference resistor drift (k = 1) 6.5
Typical type A measurement uncertainty (k = 1) 6.1
Typical combined expanded uncertainty of Rxx (k = 2) 17.7

Table 3. Contribution of the sources of uncertainties for Rxy

measurements with CMI’s FD bridge at frequency 1233 Hz (in
µΩ Ω−1, uncertainty corresponds to k = 2).

Quantity i ui (Rxy) × 106

Frequency 1233 Hz 5025 Hz
Reference R DC value 0.060 0.060
Reference R AC/DC difference 0.001 0.014
Bridge main balancing 0.040 0.24
Bridge auxiliary balances 0.017 0.035
Bridge reversal stability 0.012 0.023
Bridge imperfections 0.069 0.115
Phase matching 0.006 0.069
Auxiliary capacitor 0.012 0.035
Cable corrections 0.027 0.27
Combined expanded uncertainty 0.11 0.39

Table 4. Uncertainty contribution of Rxy measurements with the
KRISS’ DA bridge at frequency 1541 Hz (in µΩ Ω−1, uncertainty
corresponds to k = 2).

Quantity i ui(Rxy) × 106

Reference R DC value 0.003
Reference R AC/DC difference 0.004
Bridge main balance 0.008
Bridge imperfections 0.013
Cable corrections 0.085
Repeatability 0.040
Combined expanded uncertainty 0.095

grounded shielding that insulated to the ground by more than
1014 Ω for precision electrical measurements. The cryoprobe is
terminated by a sample holder hosting two TO-8 sockets with
12 pins each. For DCQHRprecisionmeasurements, LNE used
a homemade resistance bridge based on a CCC [34].

3.3. Impedance bridges for AC characterization

AC characterizations of the PTB device with the double-shield
were performed using coaxial impedance bridges. CMI used

a 4-terminal probe (4-TP) digital bridge as described in [35],
adapted for triple-series connection of the QHD. The bridge
was operated in a fully digital (FD) mode, where the ref-
erence arms for the 1:1 ratio resistance measurement were
realized by a stable two-channel signal source CMI SWG
[36]. To eliminate the reference arm ratio error, measure-
ments with swapped impedance positions against reference
signal sources were performed. After the swap of imped-
ances, the bridge was rebalanced with an additional injection
generator. With the help of the triple-series connection [37]
of QHD in the bridge, fluctuations of voltage drops across
wiring resistance between low current ports of the device
and the room temperature resistance standard were elimin-
ated. The main contributions of the ratio measurement error
came from the reference room temperature resistor, bridge
imperfections, cable corrections, and main balancing effects,
where the ratio of an injected voltage, bridge voltage, and
phase alignment of the null detector is of interest. To minim-
ize residual bridge imbalances, auxiliary and main balances
were adjusted to nearly zero. The residual voltage of the main
balance was used for numerical correction of the result (usu-
ally at the level of 10 nΩ Ω−1). The influence of the stabil-
ity of the reference voltage source SWG on the ratio meas-
urement accuracy was at the level of 10 nΩ Ω−1 for a few
hours of ratio measurements. Due to low cable resistances of
the QHD probe (lower than 0.8 Ω for inner wire and outer
screen together) and the application of active current equal-
izers in the wiring around QHD, the effect of unequal currents
in the cables was negligible. The uncertainty of Rxy measure-
ment is 0.11 µΩ Ω−1 for frequency 1233 Hz (sources given
in table 3). For Rxy measurements at 5025 Hz and the charac-
terization of the plateau shape near the quantized value RK/2,
the uncertainty increases to 0.39 µΩ Ω−1, mainly due to cable
corrections.

As a reference impedance with known frequency depend-
ence, an octofilar type resistor [38] with a calculable frequency
dependence of the resistance and time constant was used. The
Rxy correction on the level of 15 nΩ Ω−1 at 1 kHz with an
uncertainty on the level of a few nΩ Ω−1 for the AC/DC dif-
ference of the resistance standard was taken into account.

KRISS has performed AC measurements with the same
PTB device with the 4-TP digital bridge described in [35] but
in a digitally assisted (DA) mode. As a reference impedance,
a quadrifilar type resistor close to the nominal value of RK/2
with a calculable frequency dependence was used. At the
frequency of 1541 Hz, the calculable frequency dependence
was about 73 nΩ Ω−1 with an uncertainty on the 10−9 level.
The QHD was connected to the bridge via a triple-series
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Figure 1. Round-trip DC characterization of the KRISS device from KRISS to PTB. (a) Magnetoresistance measurements at 4.2 K. Inset
shows an optical microscope image of the measured device. (b) Carrier density and mobility versus time. (c) Relative deviation of quantum
Hall resistance at filling factor 2 from the nominal value of RK/2 and the longitudinal resistance, depicted by the red hexagon and blue dot,
respectively, as a function of the magnetic field. (d) Relative deviation in the interlaboratory comparison. For better visibility, several data
points were slightly shifted in the magnetic field.

connection scheme. The cable resistance of the QHD probe
was approximately 1.5 Ω at 4 K, and the active current equal-
izers were applied to equalize the currents in the cables effect-
ively. The ratio error of the main ratio transformer was elim-
inated by means of swapping the impedance positions. The
expanded measurement uncertainty of Rxy measurement is
about 0.1 µΩ Ω−1 for the frequency 1541 Hz (sources given
in table 4). Main contributions come from the cable correc-
tions and the type A repeatability, which includes the stabilit-
ies of the reference impedance and auxiliary balances and the
voltage generation repeatability for themain balance injection.
Under the circumstance of the triple-series connection of the
QHD and the 4-TP connection for the reference impedance,
the cable correction terms do not cancel out even for the 1:1
comparison [37].

4. Experimental results

4.1. Stability of graphene devices through international
delivery

Figure 1 shows the DC resistance quantization and stability
of the transport properties during an international exchange of
the KRISS device. The interlaboratory comparison between
KRISS and PTB was performed through standard air freight

delivery with the described transport chamber. Figure 1(a)
shows magnetoresistance measurements at 4.2 K. The hole-
type charge-carrier density and mobility values in figure 1(b)
are extracted from the magnetoresistance in the classical Hall
regime in figure 1(a). The hole density decreases during the
transport from KRISS to PTB as well as during the shipping
back to KRISS over the course of nearly 3.5 months, result-
ing in a total change of about ∆p= 2× 1011 cm−2. The red
hexagonal data points in figure 1(c) shows the relative devi-
ation from the nominal Hall resistance value of RK/2 versus
the magnetic field measured at PTB and a beginning of the
well-quantized region starting at B = 7.5 T. The correspond-
ing longitudinal resistance is represented by the blue dots
with values below 50 µΩ for B ⩾ 7.5 T. The data points in
figure 1(d) summarize all relative deviations measured in the
bilateral comparison between KRISS and PTB of the KRISS
device. The shift to lower charge-carrier densities resulted in
a lowering of the beginning of the well-quantized region from
B = 9.0 T to around B = 6.5 T and thus helped to improve
the quantization behavior. Despite the moderate changes in
the hole density, the device was well quantized over a wide
magnetic field range within a few nΩ Ω−1. We note that there
is still a deviation of Hall quantization from RK/2 as shown in
figures 1(c) and (d), corresponding to the combined expanded
uncertainty, although this deviation is smaller than the error
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Figure 2. Round-robin DC characterization of the PTB device #1 in the double-shield packaging among PTB, CMI, and KRISS.
(a) Magnetoresistance measurements at 4.2 K. The inset shows a photograph of the measured device without a top shield. (b) Carrier density
and mobility versus time. (c) Relative deviation of the quantum Hall plateau at filling factor 2 from the nominal value of RK/2 and
longitudinal resistance, depicted by the red hexagon and blue dot, respectively, as a function of the magnetic field. This initial data set was
measured by PTB. (d) The relative deviations were measured in the sequence of PTB, CMI, KRISS, and again PTB.

bar. The observed deviation might be attributed to graphene
quality itself or disorders arising from the device-fabrication
procedure. However, we still cannot exclude a possible cur-
rent leakage through either the molecular dopant layer [22] or
the semi-insulating SiC substrate. Also, this deviation might
be attributed to an insulation difference [22] between two dif-
ferent employed cryomagnets for graphene and GaAs devices
at each institute, requiring a further investigation.

Figure 2 represents the DC resistance quantization beha-
vior and the stability of the electronic transport properties
during the international exchange of the PTB device #1. The
inset of figure 2(a) shows a photograph of the device moun-
ted on the TO-8 chip carrier with a double shield specifically
designed for AC measurements. Note that the charge carrier
type is also hole type, and that its initial hole density of approx-
imately p= 6.5× 1010 cm−2 is almost 1 order of magnitude
lower than that of the KRISS device. Consequently, the Hall
plateau also starts at significantly lower magnetic field val-
ues. Figure 2(a) summarizes magnetoresistances sequentially
measured at PTB, CMI, KRISS, and again PTB. Figure 2(b)
shows the changes in the carrier density and mobility values
between the measurements of the three institutes during the
storage and transport of the device. The total change over the
course of about 8 months was about ∆p= 2.5× 1010 cm−2.

Figure 2(c) depicts the initial relative deviation from RK/2 as a
function of the magnetic field and verifies that the device was
well quantized between B= 3.5 T and B= 9 Twhenmeasured
at PTB despite the low charge-carrier density.Within this well-
quantized region, the longitudinal resistance dropped to values
⩽50 µΩ. Figure 2(d) summarizes precision measurements of
the QHR at DC in the sequence of PTB, CMI, KRISS, and
PTB. We observed that the magnetic field range in which the
device showed good quantization behavior was narrowed over
time, accompanied by changes in the charge-carrier density.

Literature values suggest that the optimal electron charge-
carrier density of devices for quantum resistance metrology
is usually between 3.0× 1011 cm−2 and 1.0× 1011 cm−2 if
resistance quantization is aimed to start below B = 7.5 T
or even below B = 5 T [8, 9, 39]. While the device in
figure 2was still verywell quantized at its initial charge-carrier
density of 6.5× 1010 cm−2, the magnetoresistance measure-
ments show a reduction of the hole density accompanied by
a narrowing of the well-quantized region. A narrowing of the
QHR plateau and increased longitudinal resistance at carrier
densities below 1.0× 1011 cm−2 can be qualitatively under-
stood with physics of nonuniform transport properties near
the charge neutrality. This implies that the carrier density
entered from a homogenous hole-conduction regime into an
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Figure 3. Stability of the PTB device (#2) at high temperature and high DC current. (a) Bottom panel: Hall resistance Rxy and longitudinal
resistance per square Rxx as a function of the magnetic field B, measured at PTB (T = 4.2 K) and at LNE (T = 1.5 K). It is the same design
as PTB #1. Top panel: Precision measurements of Rxx as a function of the magnetic field at a measurement current I = 200 µA and
temperature T = 1.5 K. (b) Low-temperature carrier density and mobility versus time were successively measured at PTB and LNE.
(c) Relative deviation of the quantum Hall resistance at filling factor 2 from the nominal value of RK/2, as a function of temperature. The
dashed line is a guide for the eyes. The inset shows theses deviations plotted as a function of the corresponding Rxx values relative to RK/2.
(d) Longitudinal resistance as a function of the measurement current at different temperatures. The right axis shows the corresponding
relative deviation of the quantum Hall resistance at filling factor 2, calculated from the longitudinal resistance values and the coupling factor
s determined from (c).

inhomogeneous electron–hole puddle [40] regime near charge
neutrality. According to previous studies, the random potential
disorder of electron–hole puddles can cause a broadening and
overlapping of extended states of the zeroth and first Landau
levels, leading to a deviation from the nominal resistance value
of the filling factor 2 plateau [41, 42].

4.2. Stability of a graphene device at high temperature and
high DC current

In order to fully probe the regime of operation of the QHDs,
namely not only in the magnetic field range but also in tem-
perature T and measurement DC current I, another device
made at PTB (#2) traveled from PTB to LNE using the pre-
viously described transport chamber. Prior to its delivery to
LNE, the device was characterized at PTB. Figure 3(a) (lower
panel) shows the magnetoresistance measured both at PTB
(T = 4.2 K) and at LNE (T = 1.5 K), from which we extracted
the charge-carrier density and mobility (figure 3(b)). The hole-
type carrier density decreased after transportation from PTB to
LNE, with a change of about ∆p= 4× 1010 cm−2 over 49 d.

Figure 3(a) (upper panel) shows precision measurements of
the longitudinal resistance per square Rxx in the i= 2 plateau

at T = 1.5 K, as a function of the magnetic field B and at a
high DC current I = 200 µA. The minimum of dissipation is
clearly visible at B = 5 T. This magnetic field is much higher
than the value at which the i= 2 plateau is expected, knowing
the value of the charge-carrier density

(
Bi=2 =

nh
2e = 0.89 T

)
,

which thus suggests a transfer of charge, as reported in the lit-
erature for epitaxial graphene grown on SiC in the quantum
Hall regime [43]. Note that the same optimum magnetic field
was observable in figure 2(c) for the other PTB device. This
tends to indicate a high uniformity of the quantum Hall trans-
port properties for different devices processed from graphene
coming from the same growth batch. In the following, we will
focus on precision measurements of Rxx and Rxy performed at
this particular magnetic field, as a function of both T and I, in
order to test the robustness of the Hall quantization.

As stated in the technical guidelines for reliable DC QHR
measurements [14], varying the temperature while keeping
the measurement current constant is an important character-
ization technique of QHDs. This comes from the fact that
a finite temperature—and also a finite current—is predicted
to induce a deviation of the Hall resistance from the perfect
quantization, which has to be kept lower than the measurement
uncertainty for the application of the device as a resistance
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standard. Figure 3(c) thus shows the relative deviation of the
Hall resistance at filling factor 2 from its nominal value, RK/2,
plotted as a function of temperature. The regime where Rxy

is accurately quantized, with no significant deviation within
the relative combined standard uncertainty of the measure-
ment (k = 1; equal to 1 nΩ/Ω) is emphasized by the red
area. No deviation from the quantized value is observed up
to T = 6 K within a 2-sigma uncertainty. Moreover, we have
plotted these measured values of the deviation of the Hall res-
istance from RK/2 as a function of the corresponding values of
the longitudinal resistance per square, relative to RK/2 (inset
of figure 3(c)). The dashed line has a slope of unity and there-
fore indicates a linear fitting in the log—log scale and thus
reflects the relation∆Rxy/(RK/2) = sRxx/(RK/2), as usually
observed in QHDs by metrologists [44]. The extracted value
of the coupling factor s= 0.038, below 0.1, is consistent with
former determinations of s for graphene devices at PTB [45].
In other words, this value of smeans that the Hall resistance is
expected to remain accurately quantized to within 1 nΩΩ−1 in
relative value for a longitudinal resistance per square smaller
than Rxx ⩽ 337µΩ.

The operation of QHDs at high measurement current is
essential to maximize the signal-to-noise ratio. Figure 3(d)
shows the evolution of the measured longitudinal resistance
per square (left axis) with DC at different temperatures.
The right axis represents the calculated values of the corres-
ponding relative deviation of Rxy from RK/2 by taking into
account the coupling factor s previously determined. The hori-
zontal dashed line marks the threshold level of dissipation
(Rxx ⩽ 337µΩ) above which relative deviations of Rxy are
expected to exceed 1 nΩ Ω−1. At high temperature (T > 6 K),
a significant longitudinal resistance is measured even in the
limit of small measurement current, which therefore prevents
accurate quantization of the Hall resistance. At low temper-
ature (T = 1.5 K), accurate quantization of the Hall resist-
ance is therefore expected for a measurement current below
the value Imax of about 350 µA, while at moderate temperature
(T = 4.2 K), Imax ≃ 200µA.

4.3. AC behavior of quantized Hall resistance plateau

Figure 4 shows Hall resistance measurements of the PTB
device #1 in the double-shield geometry at AC. The meas-
urements were performed sequentially at CMI and KRISS as
described in the experimental method at a current of 23 µA.
Figure 4(a) shows the relative differences of Rxy between
2 and 8 T, measured at frequencies of 1233 and 5025 Hz
at CMI. When a linear frequency dependence is assumed, a
negative frequency dependence of about −0.15 µΩ/Ω/kHz,
for instance, at the magnetic field of 4 T was observed. The
time constant of the device was measured and found to be
(−1.2 ± 2.3) ns. The main contribution to the uncertainty of
the time constant was the reference room temperature resistor.
KRISS measured Rxy at the frequency of 1541 Hz. The rel-
ative difference between 2 and 9 T is shown in figure 4(b).
While the Rxy in figure 4(a) was measured continuously, that
of figure 4(b) was measured discretely at each magnetic field.

Figure 4. Relative difference of the quantum Hall plateau at filling
factor 2 from the nominal value of RK/2 as a function of the
magnetic field at DC and AC in the PTB device at 4.2 K. (a) Relative
differences measured at CMI. DC results are replotted with ×
symbol using the CMI data set in figure 2(d). Uncertainty bars for
1233 and 5025 Hz are depicted by red and green bars, respectively.
(b) Relative differences measured at KRISS. DC results are
replotted with × symbol using the KRISS data set in figure 2(d).

A negative frequency dependence was confirmed from addi-
tional measurements performed up to frequency 4025 Hz. The
measurement of Rxy performed 45 d later at KRISS shows dif-
ferent curvatures of the plateau for both DC and AC regimes.
This is assumed to be related to the reduction of the carrier
density with time.

The negative Rxy frequency dependence agrees with most
of the previously published results for graphene devices, e.g.
[46]. It is expected that a linear frequency dependence can be
caused by lossy currents through dissipative parasitic capacit-
ances between the graphene channel of the QHD and its sur-
roundings [18]. The potential of the high shield between high-
current contact and defining Hall-potential terminals (HPTs)
was maintained at zero in CMI and KRISS. In principle, the
dissipative capacitance CHpe1-HS between the high potential
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edge of the QHD (the part after HPTs from the point of
view of current flow) and the high shield introduces an incre-
ment of Rxy against the frequency. In contrast, the capacitance
CHpe2-LS between the high potential edge (part before HPTs)
and the low shield introduces a decrement of Rxy against the
frequency. The position of the Hall probe in the investigated
device was slightly shifted away from the center of the chip
carrier towards the low shield. Hence, the capacitanceCHpe2-LS

was higher than CHpe1-HS, resulting in a negative frequency
dependence. Since positive slopes were observed in the cases
of large devices or devices without the double shields or mod-
ified contact geometry [45], we can assume that a negligible
frequency dependence may be achieved with further optimiz-
ation of the device geometry.

In the AC regime, we also expect a frequency-dependent
deviation from the nominal QHR value that additionally
depends on the charge-carrier density. This is because the
intrinsic quantum capacitance is defined by the product of the
squared elementary charge and the density of states (DOS) at
the chemical potential [47]. This intrinsic capacitance likely
contributes to the deviation from the nominal QHR value at
AC and is proportional to the frequency [48, 49]. This qualit-
ative argument is consistent with our observations in this study
and previous works [45, 46, 50], but the quantitative effects of
the charge carrier density will require further systematic exper-
imental investigations.

5. Summary

This interlaboratory investigation demonstrates that precision
QHR measurements in graphene can be performed at a level
of 1 nΩ Ω−1 at DC, and at a level of about 0.1 µΩ Ω−1 at
AC despite overseas transport. The devices were fabricated in
different cleanroom facilities using distinct lithographic pro-
cesses but applied the same F4-TCNQ doping technique, res-
ulting in p-type conductivity in both facilities. The sharp drop
of the longitudinal resistance to values below 50 µΩ and the
early onset of the well-quantized resistance plateau at relat-
ively lowmagnetic field demonstrate the highly uniform trans-
port properties. While the KRISS device showed good resist-
ance quantization behavior down to B-field values of B= 6.5 T
at a carrier density at the level of p ≈ 3 × 1011 cm−2, the
PTB device started to be well quantized at B = 3.5 T and
p ≈ 6 × 1010 cm−2. The observed shift in the charge-carrier
density in the KRISS device of ∆p≈ 2× 1011 cm−2, of the
PTB device 1 of∆p≈ 2.5× 1010 cm−2, and of the PTB device
2 of∆p= 4× 1010 cm−2 were observed over time, especially
during the long-distance shipping in inert gas containers. Such
changes can be critical, especially in the case of low ini-
tial charge-carrier densities since the device can quickly shift
into the electron–hole puddle regime, as was observed for
PTB’s device 1 after the transport from CMI to KRISS. Mod-
erate initial carrier densities between p≈ 1× 1011 cm−2 and
p≈ 2× 1011 cm−2 using F4-TCNQ doping are expected to be
better suited to increasing the device stability, as they would
provide a higher tolerance against moderate changes while
maintaining accurate resistance quantization at magnetic field

values around B ∼ 5.0 T. We also investigated the robust-
ness of the Hall quantization with respect to temperature and
applied current. For the second PTB device, we found that
at T = 4.2 K and B = 5 T, a current of up to 200 µA can
be applied while maintaining resistance quantization with a
precision on the level of 1 nΩ Ω−1. In summary, the applied
device fabrication and especially the F4-TCNQ doping tech-
nique enable highly uniform transport properties and advanced
stability, which are both requirements for next-generation AC
and DC electrical QHR standards. To our knowledge, this
is the first reported in-depth metrological study of graphene
QHR devices performed with precision DC and AC resistance
bridges in the p-type regime.
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